Resilient Roxburgh

Challenging Times
“ Not only have the deck of cards been shuffled, but we have been dealt a
completely new deck “
In unprecedented times the Corona Virus has left a void in all of our lives that needs to
be filled. At Interest Link Roxburgh we not only have to survive, but become more
resilient and adapt to the “new norm “. The lack of social interaction in our own
community at this time has been significant. It has been Social Media and its platforms
that have enabled us to fill this void in many ways that we could never have imagined
possible, while we adjust to physical distancing.
We have never felt more anxious and unsure about our future and the need to feel
connected is stronger than ever. It has been proven that remaining connected with
each other will help alleviate tension, anxiety and isolation. Covid 19 entered into our
lives and dragged us unwillingly into its spiraling vortex. We have all been struggling
and have reached out for the hand that will pull us out, so we can breathe again.
Many of our routines have changed literally overnight and we have all had to adapt
quickly to an ever changing situation.
The loss of what we once knew has left us wondering when we will ever get back to
normal and see each other again. Separated from groups where we all felt wanted and
valued. We need to get
“Better at being together while apart “
Physical and social distancing has restricted volunteering and 1-1 social links with our
vulnerable Service Users. Our motivated volunteers and staff have had to find ways to
be more creative and reach out to our clients and volunteers remotely.
Together we have found ways to protect our wider family of Interest Link Roxburgh
against the negative impact that the Corona Virus could have on our mental health and
wellbeing. Instead of feeling distant we need to make people feel more connected than
ever before. The internet has been the
“The brightest rainbow in the darkest storm “

Creating a virtual world in one that is temporarily broken has been the key to
connecting and piecing us all back together again.

Action Plans

How We Have Remained Positive and Connected
Celebrating our best moments in unprecedented times

“How we waited for the rainstorms to pass and learned to dance in the rain”

My Assistant Co-ordinator and I worked quickly and responded by contacting all our
service users and volunteers to notify them that we would be unfortunately cancelling
groups and social contact from 23rd March 2020.
Having to abide by government rules left us no option but to work from home and
adapt. We are lucky to be part of a world where technology allows us to freely and
easily interact and communicate with each other. The internet has been blessing in
disguise, easy to access at the press of a button without leaving the house.

“We needed to stay connected to our wider family through the tough times
virtually.”

We wanted to make this experience a positive and memorable one and set out a plan to
organize themed activities for 6 weeks of Lockdown. In order to have a purpose for
why we were connecting digitally. Social platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook,
Instagram, text, mobile, calls and e mail were very important tools to enable voices to
be heard, written and listened too.

Changing Our Perspective
The Outernet rather than the Internet was a model that was more familiar to our
service before Covid 19

Social Media platforms were used only to organize meeting places, times, venues and
travel arrangements. These forms of communication existed before the virus when
service users and volunteers we required to arrange plan and implement social outings,
group meetings and 1-1 links with their Buddies.
Our Service Users have photos and scrapbooks to provide those memories that they
cherish. When they use to meet together in Parks, Woodland Areas, visited places of
interest, accessed local amenities such as Libraries, Museums, Wildlife Parks and
Historic Sites. Travelled by Public Transport, Trains, Buses, Cars and Taxis and went
for coffee at local Coffee Shops, shopped and met up with each other in and out with
the Scottish Borders. A forgotten world that once was.
The challenge for staff and volunteers was to replicate this model, but online, utilizing
social platforms to achieve our goals.
We both set ourselves the task of setting up a private page on Facebook and invited all
group service users’ parents and care’s from our Young People`s Service and Children`s
Group.
To compliment the group we invited Peer Mentors, Volunteers and Tutors who have a
direct involvement in supporting our vulnerable service users in groups in their local
community. We reached a staggering 55 members that we were able to reach out too
digitally and virtually.
We then set up 5 What’s App groups with members and volunteers that naturally had
something in common with each other. These individuals were unable to digitally access
Facebook.
A comprehensive list was compiled of the more isolated service users and volunteers. A
phone befriending service was set up on a weekly basis. Volunteers and support staff

were contacted on weekly basis to offer support. E mail was the other form of contact
for other volunteers that were geographically and digitally remote. I aim was to achieve
a network of friends and build a sense of community support through Social Media.

1st Week of Lockdown
Theme: Celebrating our Key Workers
It seemed the right time to take the first positive step. The first theme of Lockdown
was to
“Celebrate our Own Local Heroes “

Caring and connecting with Key Workers in our local Community.

We asked Facebook followers to post their thoughts on how they were staying positive
in the first week of lockdown. We also asked everyone to post positive messages of
hope and support to their local key workers.
All of our wonderful Face book and social media followers stepped up to the plate and
positive messages of hope and encouragement for our Key Workers flooded in. All
these very personal messages were collated in a newsletter and posted on our private
Facebook page for all of our wider family to read and share. We then decided that we
would like to share these words of hope directly to our local community. We approached
the Local Hawick Paper. The Editor agreed that it was right and fitting to run our story
and the messages were published.

News Article in Hawick Paper:

Newspaper Article for Hawick Paper by Val Reilly, Branch Co-ordinator for Interest Link
Interest Link Roxburgh in normal times run groups for people who have learning disabilities enabling
people to engage and interact socially with each other. However Rebecca and I Interest Link Coordinators were thrown a curve ball when faced with the daunting thoughts of being unable to meet
up during “ Lock Down. “
From 24th March Rebecca my Assistant Co-ordinator and I worked quickly to set up a large Private
Facebook page for all our service users, parents/carers, peer mentors, volunteers, friends and
Tutors. We also set up relevant Whats app Groups, to stay connected, including befriending phone
calls and newsletters to ensure we remained connected with the more vulnerable people in our own
community. Interest Link have the responsibility to” Share the Care” and support our service users.
6 weeks down the line we have been overwhelmed with everyone’s enthusiasm to step up to the
social platform interacting and engaging with each other. We now have 55 followers who share and
interact with ongoing online activities every day. Rebecca and I took turns weekly to post activities
relating to specific themes to keep our users stimulated, connected and less isolated.
Our first theme was to collaborate and celebrate local key workers who work in all caring
professions. Drawings, quotes and photos were posted by all our members. The words and drawing
were so poignant that we decided to collate them into newsletter to thank all the key workers who
are working so hard to keep us all safe.
Sharing ideas daily became a regular and easy way to stay engaged with members. Themes included
promoting Health and wellbeing, Easter Activities, profiling service users, parents, carers and
volunteers letting them know they still remain valued members of interest link Roxburgh. Themes in
the 5th and 6th weeks celebrated resilience and how we can continue to support each other. Younger
generation of our interest link family enjoyed filling their imaginary Survival Kits with items that
support them through Lockdown.
The overwhelming support we have received is thanks to parents and carers who continue to
support children and people they care for. Staff, session workers, volunteers, young local Peer
Mentors and tutors have been phenomenal and we could not have carried out online engagement
without their support. They are “our local super heroes”
“ Distance means so little when friends mean so much” Interest Link remain strong as we enter our
7th week of Lockdown.
Val Reilly: Co-ordinator for Interest Link Roxburgh

Crazy Times Connecting
Week 2 of Lockdown: Theme: Mental Health and Wellbeing

As we approached the 2nd Week of Lockdown the uptake and interactions between
people through Social Media Platforms was accelerating day by day. More people
wanted to engage, get involved and share time virtually with each other.
Rebecca and I felt over whelmed in a good way at the unbelievable response.
Chopping and changing from one social media platform to another was a momentous
challenge and required the brain to be alert. Leading on themed daily activities, sharing,
commenting, posting, linking, juggling and celebrating ideas with each other. Ensuring 55
followers on Facebook, 5 WhatsApp group members and other more isolated individuals
were kept busy and engaged, motivated and included. It was a huge task to ensure that
the correct information and visual representation went to the right social media
platform at the right time to avoid anyone being disappointed.
Requests relating to organized themes included asking people how they relax in anxious
times to what exercise they do to stay fit and healthy, recipes, exercise and dance
videos were shared on the virtual platform for all to see. Interviews about mental
health, and the posting of photos of how individuals choose to cope personally. These
were all the ways we shared and supported each other to remain positive and connected

Wired brains reset and ready to send flying messages whizzing through cyberspace,
connecting older volunteers and more isolated service users to join in and add their
valued comments, ideas, photos and words of support to other members. Virtual
telephone lines sent messages to all group members and older generation connecting
the Interest Link Family like never before.

3rd Week of Lockdown and Feeling Good
Theme for this week was Easter

I became clear that in order to keep all our wonderful Interest Link members
motivated and connected, an appropriate theme with activities was the answer to get us
through the week. The 3rd week of Lockdown was an obvious choice, Easter Activities.
The tricky part was to research, explore, plan, prepare and implement activities that
people could do easily at home. Skillfully we prepared clips, photos, instructions and
examples for posting. The facility of copy and paste, a vital tool to enable efficiency
and accuracy as posts were transferred by the click of a button to other social media
platforms to enable other more isolated members to receive the same material.
It became a daily routine to check, open, click, press and click again, transferring
material back and forward, taking a break and starting again. Answering posts and
texts, transferring posts having a coffee then repeating the process.
Our goal was to facilitate and create opportunities for people to share information and
express their points of view. A virtual platform for people to share their very own
masterpieces in the form of painted eggs, Easter bunnies, drawings, and baked goodies.

Our job was to target our audience, keep them focused and generate the content
coming at us from all directions. The quality of the content was overwhelming. The
interacting of more than 60 people was similar to that of a physical social gathering but
digitally. We had achieved successful audience engagement in a way never known
before. Bountiful amounts of material were then transferred to a private Instagram
Page for future evaluation purposes and enable us all to have an opportunity to
reminisce about unprecedented times when Roxburgh had to be Resilient.

Entering into 4th Week of Lockdown
Celebrating Service Users and Their Uniqueness

A wonderful week lay ahead when we decided to celebrate the unique individuality of
all our wonderful and inspirational Service Users.
This never an easy job to see the goodness in ourselves and sometimes need someone
else to tell us.
“ How you make others feel about themselves, says a lot about you ”

We had a fabulous response from all parents/carers and other service users when we
asked everybody to celebrate individual service users and say something positive about
each other to make them feel valued as a friend.

This message was reiterated to all other service users on other social platforms. An
amazing criss cross of invisible wires covered the network like a fine spun web. Within
no time at all positive messages were posted all over our personal social media
platforms bringing people together with positive words for each other making everyone
feel valued.
Photos were selected and made into creative individual “ PicCollages “ to celebrate
service users and the fun they have had at Interest Link. Small videos were also posted
to celebrate good times.

5th Week of Lockdown
Celebrating Parents, Grandparents, Siblings and Best Friends
Celebrating our wonderful resilient parents and carers in week 5 was an easy task.
Where would we be without these amazing, patient, hard working people who
compliment our service and make it all worth while. We rely on them so much.
They are our Super Heroes.
Olivia described her mum as a Super Hero.

They have supported us when we run groups, organise 1-1 links and every other social
event. They not only support us and make our job much easier, they have supported us
through Lockdown and through unsettled times.
They are phenomonal and we enjoyed clebrating them all on social media.
We checked that they were all managing to find a space to take time out and look after
themselves.
Posts went out to all our parents and carers, on facebook and Whatsapp chats, texts,
emails, I messanger and phonecalls were made.
The service users were asked to post a message about their parents and carers. The
service users were supported to write their feelings and then these messages were
pinned on a notice board note at the end of the week as a surprise for all to see.
Poignat words described how they all were valued by their children and dependants.

6th Week of Lockdown
“ We made it through “
Celebrating Resilience and Survival
Time to have fun and reflect with all our wider Interest Link Family members.
Our task this week was to ask all of our followers to think about personal items that
have helped them get through Lockdown.
A Survival Kit was created for each individual as they posted their items. An example
of Beth`s Survival Kit is posted below. All of our members enjoyed this exercise and
were able to share these survival kits with their friends and family members.
We breathed a sigh of relief as we entered 6th week of Lockdown
A momentous journey, shared by all and we made it together
Supporting each other, helping people if they felt down, and lifting people when they
fell.
Helping and supporting others to think of ways to cope and remain strong.

7th Week
Suitcase Survival Kits and How we are all Coping
All members from all Social Media Platforms were asked to make up their own
Survival Kits .A virtual suitcase was filled by Rebecca as members posted their
personal, but simple items that had helped them to survive through the many
weeks of Lockdown. The colourful, creative suitcases were posted online for all to
share and enjoy. Items were varied and personal to each individual. An activity
that was shared across all ages’ abilities and personalities. All members were able
to share each other’s posts on an array of digital platforms. Becca and I were
able to share suitcases from one social platform to another, enabling us to connect
everyone together so that all members could enjoy looking at each other’s filled
suitcases. This activity proved to be popular, encouraging members to virtually
interact with each other and have fun.

Our Own Survival Kits

Quarantine Questions and Polls Challenge.
Rebecca had fun with our members by setting up an “Online Poll” asking members
several questions about being in Quarantine.

What inspiring celebrity would you choose to spend time with in quarantine? What
foods do you prefer? Where would you choose to spend quarantine? What new skill
would you like to learn during Quarantine?

30 members posted their inspirational and creative answers. Favourite foods
included sweets and homemade dinners. People chose to spend quarantine with
many diverse Celebrities .Answers included: Harrison Ford, Anthony Joshua, Elvis,
Aladdin, Jess Glynne, and many more. Baking and learning a new instrument and
language were among the members answers when asked what new skill they would
like to learn during Lock down. Water Park, Disney Land, Seaside and the Zoo
were among answers where members would like to have been during quarantine.

After answering all the questions Gemma from our Caledonian Group sent a lovely
photo saying the most important person that she wanted to spend time with during
Lockdown was her dad.

Coping Skills
Wednesdays challenge included an A to Z guide to help us all to cope with the time
in Lockdown. We asked all members to pick of their choice from the Alphabet, and
a Coping Skill. Parent: Agnes chose H for HUGGING as she wanted desperately to
hug her grandchildren again, Olivia chose C representing COLOUR as she enjoyed
Colour Art on her Kindle, Steven chose Y as he said he could “YELL” he wanted to
scream into his pillow when angry and impatient with Lockdown. Beth chose M so
she could go to her bedroom to listen to her MUSIC when she felt frustrated.

Ryan a service user in the Teenage Group played a tune on his guitar saying
that when he felt down he played his guitar to make him feel happy. He
shared a tune and video for all members to enjoy. Hi favourite tune is
“Rhinestone Cowboy”

8th Week Colourful Creative Week
Brilliant Baked Lockdown Goodies
We shared photos of our member’s Baked Goodies and Recipes they wanted to
share with everyone. Tray Bake/ Fruit Bread, Banana Loaf, Peppermint Aero Slice
and Cheesecake Recipes were huge favourites and photos shared on all Social
Media Platforms. Talented volunteer Ged entertained us all with his magic tricks
on a video. A parent posted the most wonderful examples of Cakes and Sweets
bringing back lots of food memories for us all.

.

Memory Day:
Games Friday, Ideas and Games to Keep Boredom at Bay.
Many challenging tasks and games have been shared with all on Facebook and
WhatsApp Groups

Today We Had Fun Decorating our Initials and Exploring the
Origins of our Names

Ryan:

Comes from Ireland and means. Meaning “Little King “

Ryan is clever. He can be serious, but knows when to have fun. Ryan is very
competitive. He is a natural-born leader, and shows it when he is needed in a
group of people. Ryan

Steven:

Meaning Crown and Honour

Steven will always be there for you. He is very caring. Looks for his friends best
interest. Doesn’t open up to too many people, but cares about the ones he does
open up to. He is Kind-hearted and gentle. He is a good friend.
Steven

Blair:

Meaning Plain Meadow
A caring and sensitive person. He is extremely loyal. Determined, he allows nothing
to get in his way of making his dreams come true.
A blessing to all who know him. Blair will have a go at anything new and always
willing to do his best.

Great fun was had by all in Arts and Crafts Week. Challenges included decorating
tiolet rolls, creating initials out of anything that was lying about the house or
garden. Everybody rose to the challenge and an array of colourful photos were
posted on social media platforms. The results were amazing and everybody enjoyed
seeing all their friends works of art

Creative Wednesday started with everyone being asked to post a message to a
special friend or family member. These messages were hand written by Val on a
Message Stick and photographed and posted on Social Media for all to see. The
creative task was to find an old bottle lying about at Home. Interest Link Staff
posted out a designed template for a label so that everyoe could colour the label
in and attach it to their personal bottle. This was a fabulous and popular activity
and everyone enjoyed the concept of sending a “ Message in a bottle “ to their
special friends. Examples of messages were laid out and a photo of everyones
special messages was posted on Facebook for all to see.
A Milkshake Tik Tok Video was shown to brighten up everybodys day with step by
step visual instructions to make a Strawberry Milkshake. A picture of a bottle of
strwberry milkshake was featured at the end of the video. TheTik Tok Video was
enjoyed by all.
“

Message In A Bottle” and “Mlkshake Day”

We made it through the week!

Over the weekend we continued to post creative contributions from our
members as they tried to catch up with our posts at their leisure.

9th Week and Counting
We decided to fill our own “Time Capsule.” We asked all members far and wide to
send and post photographs that depicted special memories of time spent with
friends before Lockdown.
COVID Booklets were sent through the post for all service users to fill in and keep
till we are able to meet up and enjoy filling our own Time Capsule.
We want to fill it with lots of visual and physical memories shared during
Lockdown.
We have approached “Wild Woods, Ruberslaw to ask them is we can bury our Time
Capsule there, where we spend many lovely evenings in spring, summer and autumn
enjoying the great outdoors together.

Throw Back Week & Special Memories. Summer at Wild Woods

With current Peer Mentors and Volunteers

Josh, Sarah, Lynn, Christiane, Niamh, Max, Lewis, Ged, Millie, Alison

Old Friends

During Lock down we have all had time to reflect and remember past Peer Mentors
and Volunteers that have never been forgotten.
Louise, Hannah, Rosie, Bruce, Emma, Hayley, Michelle, Shauna,

Food Memories

Throwback Wednesday allowed us to think about foods that evoke special childhood
memories. We all remembered group session, baking, and preparing picnics and
fruit art activities. Sarah said that this was her favourite activity
Val posted two food quizzes on-line for members to be challenged. One quiz was
specifically for people born in the 80,s and 90,s and another for parents and
carers born in the 60s 70s and 80s.
Prizes were ordered from,
“Not on the High Street”
They were then delivered to the lucky winner’s door

Throw Back Thursday

We remembered the good times and happy memories of evenings in the sun at
Wild Woods, building rafts and trying to get them to float. Becca asked all our
members to relive these special memories by attempting to build a raft at home
using scraps that were lying about in their house and garden. The members
certainly rose to the challenge and built their very own

“Lockdown Rafts “
Becca also asked members to send photos and share stories that made us feel
good and helped to keep our spirits up. Chatting about holidays, days out, up and
coming local Festivals that now have to be sadly cancelled because of Lock down.
By sharing stories with each other, it enables us to express our feelings about
being disappointed. Members shared Becca`s brother story about how he had had
to cancel his holiday that he had booked and was so much looking forward to.

Time Capsule Friday

Today we connected with everybody and shared innovative ideas, and suggested
personal items we all wanted to put into our “Time Capsule.” A Time Capsule is a
little snapshot of the past. Physical items to remind us of times we have spent
together virtually, online and in Lock Down. Becca and I explained to all members
about the COVID Booklets, when they would receive them and how to fill them in.
Covid Booklets will definitely go into the Time Capsule as it provides information
about each individual member.
Ormie the Pig and our new Mascot and assigned Safety Officer said hello, and
thanked everyone for all their shared stories, posts, photos and special memories.
Val created a post of what life would be like when that special person would dig up
Interest Link`s Time Capsule in 50 years’ time.
Cars will drive themselves, Children will befriend Robots, and Drones will drop of
parcels, we can book leisurely flights to the moon, and we will have eye and face
recognition to identify ourselves.

10th Week. Learning and Sharing Information About Covid 19
Including topics for discussion about the following
Feeling Down and coping strategies, feeling anxious, trying to keep more active,
solving problems, sleeping better and relaxation techniques.

To enable us to engage with all members we decided to choose one topic a
day for discussion.

Monday

was sharing information about COVID 19 and planning video calls to all

service users to chat about any worries or anxieties they may have about
Lockdown, and the virus. We decided to chat to everyone about why we are unable
to meet up, attend groups and see our friends.

Tuesday

was a day for discussing Coping Strategies with all our members. We

asked them all what they did to help them cope with Lock down and staying at
home. All their answers were posted and shared to encourage interaction with
each other, supporting and sharing ideas on how we are all coping.

Wednesday

was a day to discuss our Mental Health and Wellbeing. The

members shared their ideas of how they choose to exercise and keep fit to enable
them all to remain healthy. Wednesday afternoon was a Question and Answering
Forum on Facebook and Social Media Platforms for parents/carers who were
concerned about our Service and what our plans were going to look like to ease
ourselves out of Lock Down. A video call was made by staff to all service users to
ask them how they all were doing.

Thursday

was a day for solving problems chatting about ways in which we could

work out any problems or dilemmas that members had and required the support to
work them through, and find reasonable and practical solutions.

Friday

was a day for discussing with everyone how we relax, and help ourselves

to sleep better.

Ways in which our members are staying focused, stimulated and looking after their
Mental Health and Wellbeing.
Roger our volunteers loves to Bake, Alex our service user enjoys creating models
from Lego, Gemma likes to paint her nails, Emma likes Arts and Crafts, Fiona likes
to draw, Jade likes chilling with a cup of tea and scone, Beth likes painting, Mary
likes to gather pictures from magazines and put them in her Scrap Book,,
Margaret likes keeping her garden tidy and Alison has painted her shed rainbow
colours during her time in Lock down.

Planning our return to Groups and 1-1 Links

Rebecca and I through Social Media Platforms Discussion possible new guidelines
that we would have to think about adopting when groups and 1-1 links go back
after Lock down. Rebecca and I posted links to relevant sites that were helpful
and informative for Parents, Volunteers and Service Users.

We asked members what their opinion was on the wearing of masks. We suggested
that this would be easier if we could design masks that reflected local town
colours, with added rainbows and an Interest Link Logo. The mask design was
drawn by in house illustrator Becca who came up with a bright and colourful design
that was acceptable. Feedback from members was a resounding yes, and they all
were happy with the results. Many members reiterated that they would be happy
to wear these designed masks at groups.

The masks we will wear when we all return to groups, to keep us all safe.

11th Week
Virtual Hawick Common Riding Celebrations

Hawick Common Riding was cancelled due to Covid 19. All our members from Hawick community
were very disappointed, but decided to have their own celebrations on Social Media Platforms to
entertain everyone. all Service Users stepped up to the plate and initiated quizzes, created
Common Riding crafts, produced drawings of horses, flags and other Festival material. Beautiful
Blue and Yellow Flowers were adorned in windows reflecting the Hawick colours. Colourful
reminder and bringing back memories of previous Festivals in past years.

Common Riding Festival and a week of Celebrations and sharing memories.
Ryan our in house Quiz Master organized a virtual quiz online and members took part as they
were keen to win prizes. A collection of Hawick Common Riding photos from volunteers and
service users were collated and presented on Picollage for all to share. Because we have members
form other neighboring towns we asked those members to send in photos that depicted memories
for them from their own Town Festivals. These included one service user who rode in the Kelso
Ride Out, another member who wanted to share their photos from Jedburgh Festival

Olivia

The highlight of the week before signing off Social Media for a two day holiday so the members
could enjoy virtual time with their families and friends. Was a beautiful Hawick Ballad sung by the
lovely Olivia, a service user whose talent has not gone unrecognized? Olivia has played many
drama parts in productions and has a beautiful voice which complements the words of this lovely
Ballad. The Town had organized Virtual Concerts and Ceremonies for all the town members to
enjoy over the holiday weekend.

“Volunteer Week” was celebrated by members sending messages to our own amazing
Volunteers, who have supported us through difficult times on Social Media Platforms.
Olivia and Caterina show their appreciation for all Peer Mentors and Volunteers.

Old Memories of Festival Picnics at Wild Woods

Many happy memories were celebrated by posting past Common Riding picnicS and celebrations at
Wild Woods over the years. Members remember outside picnics with Blue and Yellow Cakes , Horse
Races on the Grass with Wooden Horse Heads, rolling in picnic rugs down the grassy banks, fun and
games in the galss greenouse and many more wonderful sunny memories of years gone by.

Many Vidoes have been made over the years and Wild Woods has in particular been referred to on
many occasionS. Wild Woods is our special place where we all can enjoy the great outdoors safely
and freely. All members were reminded that they could watch these videos if they click on the link
on our Website, www. interestlink.org.uk

Colourful Triangles created by members to add together to make on large string of
creative Bunting to join everyone together in harmony till we can all meet up again,
and pin real bunting on walls of venues to celebrate festivals and friendships .
Val asked all members to create their own triangle, either by colouring in, painting or designing
one with material. When all triangles were retrieved from Facebook they were printed off, cut out
and placed together in a row to create an Interest Link Colourful Banner

Interest Link Roxburgh`s Own Creative Bunting to join us all together in Friendship

12th Week
Communication Tools, Games, Post cards, a Lock down Song

Becca started of Monday morning with Brain Teasers to wake us all up and embrace Monday
Morning.. Members including adult volunteers and Peer Mentors had a go. The volunteers that are
slightly more isolated and live on their own have especially been enjoying the Brain Teasers and have
been challenging themselves throughout Lockdown.

Another challenge was to complete your own picture with helping hand. Emma had a go and the
results are amazing.

Our Very Own Lock down Song
Words written by Graham Ford our in house Drama Tutor. The words are
written to the famous Beetle Song,
“I Get By With a Little Help from My Friends”

Ryan our Guitar player and musician is currently learning the tune and will
hopefully ask our in house singer Olivia to learn the words and we will have
our own Lock down song.
We have a Song. Hope you are all happy with the lovely words of this song. Ryan our
talented Service User is already practising the tune in his guitar 🎸🎸
“We have been in for a very long time ....

And I am sure we will have to some more..
Staying in safe is the way of the world
And we know that it could be a bore
Oh, we get by with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we try with our Interest Link friends
Mm, we always try with our Interest Link friends

,
,

What do we do when our group is away?
It worries us to be alone How we would feel at the end of each day
Without Interest Link we would feel alone
Oh, we get by with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we try with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we always try with our Interest Link friends,
If you need anybody
It is Interest Link chat we love
We can see everybody
Everyday activities we love
Would you believe every day, every night?
Yes, we have been busy all the time
What do we dream when we turn out the light?
We can’t tell you, but we know it will be fun
Oh, we get by with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we try with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we always try with our Interest Link friends,
If you need anybody
It is Interest Link chat we love
We can see everybody
Everyday activities we love
Oh, we get by with our Interest Link friends,
Mm, we try with our Interest Link friends, Mm, we always try with our Interest Link
friends ,
With a little help for our Interest Link friends

Communication and Connecting Week

6 Choices of Cards were ordered from Vista Print with special Lock down
messages on and our Interest Link Roxburgh Logo

Service Users and Volunteers received Post Cards and have written
their personal messages to a special person in their lives

Val posted photos of linked Volunteers and Service users. We shared these photos to
introduce our wider family members to Facebook Group members.
A short story was added with each photo to explain to Facebook members about our wonderful 11 links and how they are so desperately missing going out socially with each other at the moment.

Phots above are of Lucy and Irene our Theatre Goers, Roger and Macaulay our Railway
enthusiasts, and Lynne and Sarah our swimming Buddies.
They have much to celebrate as they have known each other for such a long time now and
are keeping connected by phone and text with each other weekly.

Celebrating 12 Weeks of Lock down and Amazing Connecting with Everyone
We celebrated with a Group Virtual Bingo Session with Host Graham and a Quiz to celebrate 12
weeks on Facebook connecting together. Many members signed up to enjoy and take part. Ryan
our Quiz Master organised a Quiz covered lots of material to suit all needs. Prizes will of course be
delivered to the winner’s door

“Survival Boxes”
Were handed out at the end of June for all Service Users and Volunteers to get them through the
month of July

Rebecca and I will continue to post weekly on Social Media Platforms until we can all meet up
again.

Rebecca and I would like to thank all our wonderful members for supporting
us every day on all Social Media Platforms. Without your support we could
not have achieved the connections that we did.

You have all been Amazing, Resilient, Strong and Supportive
We got through this together and now are stronger and more
prepared than ever
This is why Rebecca and I enjoy our job so much.
You have remained connected with us all the way through
THANKYOU

Math’s Tells a Story
Interest Link Roxburgh have reached over 70 people through the support of many
different types of social media. Technology and digital platforms have allowed us
to stay connected and socially together even at a distance.

Evaluation of Facebook Entries out of 55 Followers:

Engagement with our Interest Link Family has allowed us to stay connected
And intact.
WhatsApp and other Social Media Platforms have enabled staff to stay connected
in unprecedented times with people who could not access Facebook but used other
social media platforms

Service Users, Parents, Carer` Paid Carer’s, Volunteers, Peer Mentors

The Internet and all its endless resources.
Books, illustration and resources have allowed us to support our parents and
carer`s. We need to continue to share the responsibility for the education of
service users that are very much part of Interest Link Roxburgh.
We as staff were able to resource important information below. We suggested
that the book posted below would be able to help explain in a more simplified way
to people with learning disabilities, why our life has been threatened in such a
profound way, suggesting ways in which we can learn to cope and remain resilient.
It also reiterates a message that all isn’t bad in the world, but that good things
can come from us being challenged.
This illustration supported parents and carer`s to explain to their children and
their dependents to help them alleviate any anxieties and worries they may have.
It is hoped that staff and volunteers at Interest Link have helped to share the
care of our service users and continue to support parents to do the great job they
do on a daily basis.

CONCLUSION
Remaining Forever Resilient
As the inspirational song goes:
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow, way up high, a land that we dream of once in a
lullaby”

Resilience is inherent in all of us. Covid 19 has unsettled us all and forced to
harness individual resources to help us navigate through challenging times. However
community resilience has proved to be a stronger force and brings people closer
together.
“ We are all in this together. “
Modern technology has offered us endless opportunities to be creative in times of
adversity. Boosting resilience, enhancing ways of connecting and spreading
positivity.
Even although we are physically distancing by not meeting up we are not socially
distancing. Resilient Roxburgh have kept close socially by utilizing many social
media and digital platforms to help engage with each other through this crisis.
This has allowed us all to be able to offer support, so that we can recover quickly
and be stronger.
Interest Link members have created their own rainbow which has guided us
through anxious times offering hope and lifting our spirits. It has dazzled us with
its colour reflecting light on our dark shadows. A symbol of hope and inspiration.
In order for us to appreciate its full magnificence requires us to be patient until
the storm passes.

.

